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The standard.Mestfnghouse design for the Residual Heat Removal '(BP) suction valves
(ISV) includes an NRC-required interlock (IEL) which automatically closes the valves
on high Reactor Coolant. System (AB) pressure, to provide automatic redundant
(double-valve) fsoTatfon between the RHR system and the RCS, and to protect the RHR

system from overpressurfzatfon..The interlock scheme fs also considered "safeguards"
by 'Mestfnghouse, and,fs, therefore, routed through the Solid State Protection System
(JC), with relays to isolate the analog pressure channels from the safeguards
actuation channels. The interlock design is fail-safe in'hat loss of electrfcaT
power to the analog channel, the safeguards channel, or the SSPS will result fn.
suctfon valve closure.

Pacific Gas and Electrfc (PGandE) recognized two potentially adverse effects at Diablo
Canyon from activation of the interlock:

1. Loss of the RHR system through damage to pump, and/or Toss of decay heat
removal by isolation of the RHR system.

2. letdown isolation, resulting in a pressure spike to the RCS and subsequent PORY

(RY) challenge.

To preclude these effects, PGandE has made, some administrative provisions, to remove„
power from the valve operator motors when the RHR suction valves are open and the
system fs in service; power would be applied only when the valves are being operated
to place the RHR system into or out of service, or to exercise the valve. PGandE also
incorporated Technical Specifications which apply when the positive displacement
charging pump (P) is in operation.

To prevent recurrence of the first event, fn 1981, the valve operating procedures were
modified to require removing power from the motors except when the valves are to be
operated. Af.er the above actions, there remained a situation where the valve motors
were left energized, allowing one spurious valve closure to occur. After the second
event, in 1983, the Sur vefllance Test Procedur was 1:kewise modified.

PGandE and Mestfnghouse both advocate removal of the automatic closing interlock,
because preventing RHR system overpressurfzation from a hypothetical circumstance may

not justify the added possibility of RCS pressure spikes and loss of RHR function.
ttoreover, the RHR system fs protected from overpressurization by two relief valves and
the pressurizer power-operated relief valves.

This Licensee Event Report fs submitted for informational purposes because of fts
potential generic interest. Had the event occurred in 1984, it would have been
reportable per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) (loss of safety system function) and (vii)
(single event causing loss of redundant safety trains).
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